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Chapter 781 

late at night. 

A villa in the south of the city. 

The little assistant carefully pushed the door with a gorgeous dress and 

walked into the bedroom, “Sister Yue, the clothes to be worn in the fashion 

week have been selected, do you want to see it? It’s Histoty’s dress…I see you 

told them before I appreciate the designer’s style, just…” 

Qin Shengyue sat in front of the dressing table absent-mindedly, without even 

looking at it, she said casually, “Leave it alone.” 

“Oh…” Seeing that Qin Shengyue didn’t refuse, the little assistant breathed a 

sigh of relief, and quickly put down his clothes. 

After leaving, the little assistant immediately sent a text message to the person 

who asked her: “No problem, I have already handed it over to Sister Yue.” 

In the room, Qin Shengyue stared blankly at the dress on the bed for a while, 

then took out a document from the drawer, which was a divorce agreement. 

In the past few days, Yan Junhao’s attitude towards her has become more and 

more indifferent, and he has urged her to divorce more urgently, even to the 

point where he went directly to the court without losing face. 



She got up and slowly opened the cabinet. 

Inside was a beautiful catwalk dress, which she wore on her first international 

stage. 

Her temperament is indeed a bit willful and hot, and she is not as gentle and 

considerate as that woman, but this does not mean that she has paid less in 

this relationship. 

Originally, she had the opportunity to become a top supermodel and walk at 

the top of the pyramid, but for this man, she resolutely gave up her dream… 

In the end, what did you get? 

Being compared to nothing by a woman singing in a bar… 

divorce? She paid such a price. She broke her own wings abruptly, but now 

she is asked to divorce. Seeing those two people living and flying together, 

how could she be reconciled! 

However, she has come to this point, besides divorce, is there any other way 

for her to go? 

She raised her head slightly and glanced at the time on the wall. It was still a 

few minutes before dawn. 

At this moment, she suddenly subconsciously remembered the girl she met in 

the parking lot that day and her promise, and couldn’t help but smile bitterly… 

Slowly opened the drawer, tremblingly took out a divorce agreement… 

At this time, with a “bang”, the door was suddenly pushed open from the 

outside. 



Yan Junhao, who hadn’t come home for more than half a month, was standing 

at the door, staring at her with scarlet eyes. 

Qin Shengyue’s heart ached when she saw that look, “Didn’t I promise to give 

you an answer tomorrow? You can’t even wait all night?” 

In the next second, Yan Junhao knelt down in front of her with a “plop”, then 

slapped himself heavily, and hugged her legs at once, “wife! I was wrong! 

Please forgive me! Please forgive me! …” 

Qin Shengyue: “…” 

At this moment, a voice suddenly sounded in Qin Shengyue’s mind, “I promise 

to make your husband cry and go back to you, and beg for your forgiveness 

while slapping myself”… 

Then, her cell phone rang suddenly, and she received a new message: Miss 

Qin, please give me a five-star rating if you are satisfied……Ze Ling 

On the second night, in the box of Dijue Hotel. 

Qin Shengyue finally looked at the girl in front of her carefully, “You…how on 

earth did you do it? I asked Junhao why, but he didn’t say anything, just kept 

saying that he was wrong, please forgive him …” 

This was expected by Selena. As a man, how could Yan Junhao tell his wife 

that he was cuckolded by his mistress. 

“It’s nothing special, I just hired a man to hook up with Yang Shirou and let 

her be caught by your husband on the spot!” Selena explained simply. 
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Qin Shengyue showed a look of sudden realization, but was more suspicious, 

“Is it so easy?” 



It’s not that she is bragging, but it is true that with Yan Junhao’s conditions, 

Yang Shirou is absolutely impossible to be easily seduced by another man and 

succeed… 

“Anything is possible!” Selena only said this. 

Qin Shengyue didn’t want to hear more about that woman, so she didn’t ask 

any more questions, she looked directly at Selena and said, “No matter how 

you did it, I will fulfill my original promise, your design is just sh1t , I will wear 

it too.” 

Selena’s face darkened, “I know I’m using heresy ways to achieve my goal, and 

it’s not bright, but my designer is indeed capable!” 

Said, handed her a folder. 

It is full of introductions about their studio, as well as Gong Shangze’s works. 

Qin Shengyue took it over, glanced at it casually, but gradually, her expression 

slowly changed, “Are you the studio that won the Golden Summit Award last 

time?” 

“yes.” 

“Because of my husband’s incident these days, I haven’t paid much attention 

to external affairs. I didn’t expect that the winner of the Golden Summit Award 

this time…is very interesting…What is the relationship between your designer 

and Dai Wei? How does this style match Like a person? Like a person… In 

different periods, Dai Wei’s style is a little immature, but full of enthusiasm and 

vitality, while ZX is more solid and explosive…” Qin Shengyue analyzed. 

Worthy of being a professional! Selena nodded again and again, “I can’t say 

anything now, but one day, the truth will be made public.” 



Qin Shengyue thought for a while, then closed the folder, and then asked, 

“Since you even have the Golden Top Award, are you still worried about not 

getting the order? Why did you try to find me?” 

Selena scratched her head, “On the one hand, the market is saturated, as you 

can see, our style is the same as history, on the other hand, we haven’t found a 

suitable sales manager yet, some studios have designers who also serve as 

sales , but our designer belongs to the kind of designer who concentrates on 

design, and I don’t want to distract him…” 

Qin Shengyue tapped the table with her knuckles, and then said, “I’ll give you 

one.” 

“Huh?” Selena blinked, “Send…send me? Send me what?” 

“Send you off, my trump card in the marketing department.” Qin Shengyue 

said in a calm tone. 

“Pfft…” Selena almost spit out the coffee in her mouth, “You can also give it to 

others? Big sister, aren’t you too generous?” 

“Why not? Do you want it? Don’t forget it!” 

“Wait… Let me ask first, is the one you gave me a man or a woman?” 

“Is there a difference?” Qin Shengyue asked. 

Selena nodded sharply, “Of course there is a difference, if it’s a man… forget 

it!” 

“Why?” Qin Shengyue was puzzled. 

Why…Of course it’s because I’m afraid that the Great Demon King will be 

jealous… 



Daniel was furious when he picked up a Gong Shangze last time, but this time 

he would be fine if he took in a man! 

“Because my designer has a quirk, I can’t draw a draft when I see a man…” 

Selena pulled Gong Shangze out to block it. 

Unexpectedly, this was the reason, Qin Shengyue laughed, but she also 

understood that many designers have some unknown eccentricities, “Don’t 

worry, it’s a woman.” 

Only then did Selena heave a sigh of relief, “Okay! Okay, okay! I want what I 

want!” 

If it’s a woman, it’s definitely fine… er… it shouldn’t be a problem, right? ? ? 
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“Then it’s settled. I’ll let her report directly to you later…” Qin Shengyue 

directly made a decision. 

Selena was suddenly a little worried, “Well, your trump card…is it expensive? If 

it’s too expensive, even if you give it to me, I can’t afford it! Besides, will she 

agree? After all, my small temple …” 

“Since it is for you, of course you don’t need to pay for it. I signed a five-year 

contract with her, and there is one year left. I will transfer her to you for this 

year. After one year, she wants to stay with you.” , or return to me, it’s up to 

her to decide.” 

Hearing this, Selena frowned and thought about it. 

Although Qin Shengyue said so, she really didn’t need to pay. 



However, Qin Shengyue’s trump card is with Qin Shengyue. Since the 

performance is the best, then the annual salary should be at least a few million 

based on commission, right? This is still a conservative estimate. 

When she comes to this small studio of mine, maybe she can only get a basic 

salary… 

This gap… 

In the end, Selena gritted her teeth, “Okay, fight it out! I want this person! If 

my studio can’t get back up within a year, I’ll just make up for her loss from 

me!” 

Qin Shengyue looked at the girl in front of her with a hint of admiration in her 

eyes, “Don’t worry, my ace is not a vegetarian either. If she can only earn a 

pitiful basic salary within a year, I don’t need to give it to her.” She gave it to 

you. You can rest assured of her ability, but…whether you can subdue her for 

your use depends on yourself!” 

“Okay, I understand.” Selena nodded. 

“By the way, remember to prepare three sets of clothes for me, you know?” 

Qin Shengyue reminded suddenly. 

“So many sets of three? Is it for you to choose?” Selena was puzzled. 

Qin Shengyue glanced at her, “It’s not an option! All three sets must be high-

quality goods! I will wear them all! One set for morning, noon and evening! On 

such an important occasion, do I only wear one set a day? “ 

“What the hell!!! Are you willing to wear three sets of our clothes?” Selena was 

surprised. 

“What do you think?” 



“I thought you only wore one suit…” 

After all, she is a fashion vane. At most, it is not easy for a set of clothes to be 

the work of a cutting-edge designer. In order to maintain the style, the rest are 

high-end customization of top international brands. This time… she is willing 

to completely become their activity Display board? 

Qin Shengyue had an indifferent expression, “It’s nothing, my sister is in a 

good mood today! I’m happy!” 

Selena was sweating, okay… 

I really didn’t expect that my impulsive proposal would bring her much greater 

benefits than she expected in the end. 

It’s not in vain that she even invited her brother-in-law out… 

It was not in vain that she and Saul went back and forth for a week… 

It’s not in vain that she yelled until her voice was almost hoarse, teaching that 

playboy Saul how to seduce a girl out of heart… 

Qin Shengyue held her chin, glanced at her, and suddenly said awkwardly, 

“Hey, to be honest, don’t you look down on me? My husband treats me like 

this, and I hope he Change your mind…” 

Selena scratched her head, “Based on my temper, I won’t use it a hundred 

times for being unfaithful once, but every family has scriptures that are hard to 

recite, so you should have your own difficulties, right?” 

“Oh, yes… the pain…” Qin Shengyue sighed, and muttered with a wry smile, 

“Because…the price is too high…I bought him with my most precious 

thing…my dream …” 
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Selena knew that Qin Shengyue quit the international catwalk stage and 

stayed in the imperial capital because of Yan Junhao. 

From a certain point of view, Qin Shengyue is really similar to her who gave up 

her dream of acting for Roman. This is probably the reason why she couldn’t 

help but help her! 

However, compared to Qin Shengyue, she chose a completely opposite path… 

Although it is very difficult to find the most precious things and find myself 

again, I never regret it. 

… 

Lu’s old house. 

“Hey, you girl, you are usually so busy with study and work, you didn’t expect 

to be able to cook!” Yan Ruyi looked at the dishes on the table that Guan 

Ziyao cooked with her own hands with surprise. 

There was no one at home today, so she took this opportunity to call Guan 

Ziyao over, and wanted to have a good chat with her alone, and learn more 

about her situation outside these years. 

As a result, this girl not only spoke elegantly and behaved elegantly, but also 

had a wide range of knowledge and insights, and she also cooked a few 

special dishes. 

Although it is just the taste of ordinary home cooking, it is already rare. 

Guan Ziyao was embarrassed when she heard the words, “When I was 

studying abroad, I lived alone. I practiced it at that time. It’s just that I didn’t 

do it well. Auntie, just don’t dislike her.” 



“Look at what you said, you are already very good. Most of the girls nowadays 

don’t stick their fingers to the spring water. It’s rare that you are so busy and 

still have this heart. My thinking may be a bit traditional, but I still think that, 

Although people like us don’t need to cook by ourselves every day, the 

meaning of cooking by ourselves is definitely different.” 

“Auntie, you are right.” 

Yan Ruyi herself has good cooking skills, so she still takes cooking skills very 

seriously for her daughter-in-law’s standards. 

Originally thought that a spoiled and pampered young lady like Guan Ziyao, 

coupled with her outstanding work and study skills and her busy schedule, 

would definitely not know how to cook, but it was a pleasant surprise that she 

actually knew how to cook. 

“By the way, Ziyao, your yam pork ribs soup is very good. I’ll serve some to the 

boss later, or you can go there with me?” Yan Ruyi took the opportunity to 

suggest. 

When Guan Ziyao heard this, her face was filled with embarrassment, “I’m 

sorry, Auntie, I still have a plan to get back tonight, so I might not be able to 

get through.” 

If she followed Yan Ruyi, she would certainly get a chance to get close to 

Daniel, but she would inevitably take advantage of his mother’s dislike. She 

would naturally be careful not to do anything that might annoy Daniel. 

Besides, now that Daniel has a girlfriend, it would be bad for her to be too 

courteous, so coming here to accompany Yan Ruyi is enough. 

Yan Ruyi was even more satisfied when she saw that she was not in a hurry, 

and that she advanced and retreated gracefully, “Well, then, I will come to play 

at home again when I have a chance.” 



“Good auntie.” Guan Ziyao replied politely. 

Platinum Palace. 

In the restaurant, Saul looked at the table full of dishes, drooling three 

thousand feet, his eyes almost popping out. 

“Dmn it! Selena! Are you crazy? You’re really a full banquet!!!!” 

Selena put her hips on her hips and hummed happily, “Can’t you? Sis is in a 

good mood today! I’m happy!” 

Saul happily stretched out his hand to pinch a piece of his favorite sweet and 

sour pork ribs, “It seems that things are going well? Qin Shengyue has already 

agreed?” 

“Not only did I agree, but I’m willing to wear three full sets! Morning, noon, 

and night without duplication! By the way, she even gave me a person, one of 

her subordinates…” 

Before he could finish speaking, the next second, Saul’s familiar, resounding 

voice of complaining… 
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“Oh…brother…you take care of your daughter-in-law…the one surnamed Qin 

gave your daughter-in-law away one by one…” 

Selena kicked over, “It’s a woman!!!” 

“Oh, I gave your daughter-in-law a woman, a woman, a woman…” 

Selena couldn’t bear it anymore and said, “She gave me a trump card from her 

marketing department to help me manage marketing and sales! And the 

gender is female!” 



Saul cut his face with contempt, “Is there any difference between men and 

women?” 

Selena gave him a hard look, then grabbed a piece of soft and delicious 

braised pork and ran to Daniel who was processing documents in the living 

room, “Ah…” 

Daniel glanced at her and opened his mouth. 

The stewed braised pork melts in the mouth and is very tasty, and I don’t 

know how she handles it, it is not greasy at all. 

Daniel had never had much desire for words, but after eating her dishes, he 

began to understand why Saul loved food so much. 

After feeding the delicious food, Selena immediately swore in Daniel’s ear, 

“Master Boss, don’t listen to his nonsense, there is really no difference 

between men and women to me, because to me, there are only two genders 

in this world. One is other, one is you!” 

Saul on the side bent over as if vomiting, “Ouch…stop your sweet words, my 

brother is not so easy to deceive!” 

Daniel: “Yes.” 

Saul: “…” 

Daniel opened his mouth and said, “After all, Qin Shengyue transferred this 

person to you directly. You should pay attention to observe it yourself. The 

market is not a joke. However, if it is really Qin Shengyue’s trump card, then 

there must be no problem with her ability. You can turn her over later. Give 

me a copy of your resume, and I’ll look it up for you.” 

Selena nodded again and again, “Okay, okay… Thank you dear…” 



Saul: “…” 

Why would Mao end up being forced to eat dog food? He still has to save his 

stomach to eat delicious food, okay? 

“Dmn…Rick…put down my glutinous rice spareribs…” Saul was heartbroken to 

find that his favorite glutinous rice spareribs had been killed by Rick. 

Rick blinked, and Gulu ate another piece without hesitation. 

“Oh, my heart hurts…” Saul was about to defend his ribs to the death, when 

suddenly a golden head poked out from the door. 

Louis had just finished an announcement and was about to go home, but 

when he was halfway there, he was immediately attracted by the smell of the 

food here, “Dmn it! What are you doing? Are you saying goodbye? It’s not 

Chinese New Year, how can you do that?” Is it so grand?” 

While talking, Louis took off the black mask on his face. The chopsticks were 

useless, so he grabbed a salt and pepper prawn with his hands. 

After a taste, it really came from Selena’s hand. 

Louis’s eyes lit up immediately, “Uncle, can I have a meal?” 

“Impossible!” Saul was about to collapse, “Why is there another food grab! 

These are mine! I bought them all with blood, sweat and beauty!” 

“Huh? Beauty?” 

“That’s not the point. The point is, are you sure you want to eat? You’ll be 

forced to eat dog food!” Saul used his trump card. 

Louis glanced at the two people on the sofa, then sat down, “At worst, I’ll eat 

with my eyes closed!” 



After so many days, he has calmed down a little bit. Some things cannot be 

hidden for a lifetime. 

Saul: “…” 

When eating, on the dining table, it was called a whirlwind. 

Selena was originally worried that she was doing too much, but seeing Louis 

and Saul’s attitude… she was not worried at all… 

Halfway through the meal, another person came outside. 
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Looking at the graceful woman in cheongsam beside Steward Yuan, Saul 

swallowed a big mouthful of food, “Huh? Mom, why are you here!” 

“Grandma!” Louis greeted with a slurred speech. 

“Mom.” Daniel also called out, and then asked his servants to add a pair of 

bowls and chopsticks. 

Selena was peeling prawns for Rick, when she saw someone coming, she also 

stood up, “Madam Lu.” 

When Yan Ruyi saw Selena at the table, her eyes paused, “I’m here to bring 

you…soup…what are you? What day is it today? How did you cook so many 

dishes? Louis is also here…” 

“Oh, it’s nothing, I did a little favor for my sister-in-law, and she made me a 

few extra dishes for my thanks!” 

Yan Ruyi was naturally not very happy when she heard Saul calling Selena’s 

sister-in-law, but for Rick’s sake, she didn’t have a fit, she just looked skeptical, 

“She can cook?” 



“Try it!” Saul picked up a chopstick of braised eggplant for Yan Ruyi. 

Yan Ruyi was stuffed with a mouthful of eggplant, and after a while, she 

frowned and said angrily, “You kid, it’s clear that you ordered it from the Red 

Pavilion, right?” 

The corners of Saul’s mouth twitched slightly, “Please, mom, I raised this 

eggplant in my garden, Rick washed it, my brother cut it, and my sister-in-law 

made it! By the way, Louis didn’t do anything! He came It’s a waste of food!” 

Yan Ruyi looked at Rick’s swollen cheeks like a little squirrel, she couldn’t bear 

to lift her head, she was really full of love. 

The old people like to watch the juniors eat more, and Yan Ruyi is no 

exception, she couldn’t bear to move her eyes immediately. 

In the past, the little guy ate by counting rice grains, but even if he changed 

later, he had never seen him eating so happily. 

No wonder Rick became fat as soon as he sent it back… 

It seems that this girl is not useless. 

At least this culinary skill can’t be practiced without several years of kung fu. 

Although it’s just an eggplant dish, the simpler the dish, the more skill it takes. 

She tasted it just now, and she felt that it was comparable to the cooks in the 

Red Pavilion. 

“Mom, do you want to eat together?” Saul asked. 

“I’ve already eaten it, you guys eat it!” Yan Ruyi patted her grandson’s little 

head, which was buried in hard work, “Rick, eat slowly! Don’t choke!” 



Seeing his grandma staring at him to eat, Rick thought she wanted to eat too, 

so, seeing the prawns that Aunt Selena had peeled for him in the bowl, after a 

hard struggle, he took the prawns with chopsticks and delivered them to him. 

It reached Yan Ruyi’s mouth. 

Grandma eats. 

Yan Ruyi was overwhelmed with flattery, and hurriedly opened her mouth to 

answer, “Hey… thank you my dear grandson, it’s so delicious…” 

“Grandma, what are you holding?” Louis asked casually. 

Yan Ruyi’s expression froze, “It’s nothing, I brought you some of the yam pork 

ribs soup made in the kitchen. I don’t think you can drink it anymore, so just 

leave it there!” 

Yan Ruyi looked at Rick for a while, was fed several mouthfuls of food by Rick, 

and finally left contentedly. 

Go back and tell the old man that Rick has fed her, he must be so jealous! 

On the way back, Yan Ruyi was a little absent-minded. 

I saw Daniel, Saul, Rick, and Louis here tonight. The whole family was eating 

happily at the table. It was a very family atmosphere, and Rick was just like an 

ordinary happy person. like a child. 

It’s not like every time she came here in the past, it was all deserted, without 

any fireworks. 

And all these changes seem to be because of that woman… 

To be honest, if it wasn’t for Rick’s incident back then that kept her in a 

lingering fear, just because she took such good care of Rick, she would have… 
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After Yan Ruyi left, Saul casually opened the pork rib soup. 

Although the chefs in the old house were good at cooking, he was tired of 

eating it long ago. He always felt that the chefs in the big restaurants all tasted 

the same. However, the level of soup over there was still good. 

So, Saul was about to take a sip, but it sprayed out as soon as he took his 

mouth, “I’m going! It’s so bad? Are you kidding me? Are you sure it’s made in 

the old house’s kitchen?” 

Selena also took a sip, “It’s okay. Although it’s not very good, it’s still okay. 

You’re too picky, aren’t you?” 

Daniel looked at the soup calmly, but didn’t say anything. 

Saul didn’t know what to think of, and the corner of his mouth twitched 

slightly, “I bet this soup is probably made by Guan Ziyao, otherwise, how could 

my mother deliver it in person? I guess it was intended to show off… How did 

it turn out? I was instantly turned into sgum by my Karen’s full banquet, 

hahahahaha…” 

After dinner. 

Neither Saul nor Louis left in a hurry, they sat on the sofa and watched TV. 

Because I ate too much, I couldn’t walk. 

Selena played Sudoku with Rick for a while, then looked at the time and said 

to Daniel, “Master Boss, time is running out, I’m going to watch a movie…” 

Daniel nodded, “Well, take your time on the road, it’s cold at night, put on 

your scarf.” 



Louis felt something was wrong when he heard it, “Watching a movie? What 

kind of movie?” 

Why didn’t she go with Daniel? 

Selena had black lines all over her head, “Louis, you are unreliable, don’t you 

know that the movie you acted in is released today?” 

Louis raised his eyebrows, “I acted by myself… Oh, you said “The World”? It will 

be released as soon as it is released, isn’t it just a male lead…” 

“I’m too lazy to talk to you, I’m leaving!” Selena k!ssed the little bun and put 

on a mask and sunglasses. 

Louis stood up and called her to stop him, with a tone that didn’t deserve to 

be beaten, “Hey, wait… Forget it, I’ll go with you too. This is the first time since 

I debuted that I’m playing a supporting role!” 

“But… won’t my uncle go with you?” Louis asked casually. 

When Selena heard it, she ran over like a cat with a fury, and stepped on 

Louis’s foot, “Why are you talking so much! He won’t go! He has something to 

do!” 

“Master Boss, I’m leaving… Bye bye…ua…” 

After speaking, he blew a k!ss to say goodbye to Daniel, and then quickly ran 

out with Louis. 

“Why are you stepping on my foot?” Louis hissed in dissatisfaction as he was 

pulled out all the way. 

“Almost killed by you!” Selena glared at him fiercely. 



“What’s wrong with me?” Louis suddenly realized something, “Could it be 

because the two of us are CPs in this drama?” 

“What are you talking about! Be careful that your uncle will block you!” 

“Then what do you do with other male artists in the future? Can he block them 

one by one?” 

“Why not?” 

“Okay.” He could really… 

Louis looked at her with a complicated expression, “To be honest, I’m quite 

surprised. I didn’t expect my uncle to let you continue to stay in the 

entertainment industry after you confirmed your relationship.” 

“Otherwise? Is it a golden house?” Selena looked proud, “The man I chose 

could be wrong!” 

“It’s enough…” 

In the evening, Selena also made an appointment with Gong Shangze and Han 

Momo. 

When they arrived at the theater, the two had already arrived. After the three 

met, they entered the theater and sat in the corner of the last row. 

Han Momo was already curious when she saw the person next to Selena just 

now, and finally couldn’t help asking after sitting down, “Sister Xi, who is that 

next to you?” 

Before Selena could speak, Louis, who was next door to Selena, walked past 

her, pulled off his mask, looked at Han Momo and said, “Ask me?” 
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“Ah-ah-uh…” 

Selena gave Louis a hard look, and just in time Han Momo had covered her 

mouth when she made a short sound, “Calm down.” 

Selena felt that Han Momo seemed to be suffocating with excitement, and 

lowered her voice, “Louis! Is it really Louis? Oh my god! Sister Xi, are you 

talking to Louis? Is Makino really a couple in private? I’m your CP fan! I think 

you two are a perfect match! Let’s be together!” 

Louis propped his elbows on the armrest, tilted his head, and was in a good 

mood when he heard that, “Tsk, it’s rare that you have such a discerning girl 

by your side, do you have a pen?” 

“Ah no! What should I do? I’ll go out and buy!” Han Momo was in a hurry. 

“I have.” Gong Shangze carried a pen and paper with him. 

So, Louis took the pen and paper, and signed his name casually. 

Han Momo almost fainted from excitement, and then gave the paper to 

Selena, “Sister Xi! I want yours too!” 

Selena could only sign one for her silently. 

Then, after she finished signing, Han Momo actually put a big heart on top of 

his and Louis’s names… 

She really never expected that there was actually a fanatic cp fan of her and 

Louis hidden beside her… It’s amazing… 

“By the way, Shang Ze, who is your favorite celebrity?” 



“Me? I don’t seem to have any favorite celebrities! Sister Xi, do you count??” 

“Hahaha, of course!” 

In a few minutes, the movie will start soon, and the hall where Selena and the 

others are located is basically full of seats. 

After all, the two protagonists of this film are both popular, not to mention 

Louis’s big box office guarantee. Even if he only plays a supporting role, his 

fans have already posted dozens or hundreds of tickets online. 

Selena should be regarded as the only brand-new newcomer… 

Finally, the commercials on the big screen ended, and the movie cut into the 

feature film. 

Selena took a deep breath, “Huh…so nervous…” 

It was the first day of her first movie, after all. 

Although “The World” is not weak either in terms of investment or team, but 

on the same day, Su Yimo’s “Xing Xing Hai”, the famous comedy director’s 

“Happy Things”, and a Hollywood blockbuster… Yes. It is said that there are 

many masters, and the competition is fierce! 

The first scene of the movie is the scene where Shangguan Yingrong, played 

by Susie, is being chased and killed. screaming. 

For a long time to come, the main theme will be the two protagonists, 

Shangguan Yingrong mistakenly rescued the male lead, forced him into the 

palace to avoid being chased and killed, and fought monsters with the male 

lead… 

In fact, this is a movie with a great heroine. The character Shangguan Yingrong 

in the movie is very brilliant and easy to attract fans. She has a miserable life 



experience, but she is as resourceful as Zhuge. The most powerful female 

prime minister of the Daqing Dynasty… 

The heroine is so awesome, of course she needs someone to set it off. Selena, 

the vicious female lead, is undoubtedly used to set off Susie. 

In the end, Han Momo felt like scolding Selena for playing the enchanting 

concubine, “Sister Xi, your acting is too good…” 

It’s really a good hand to hate. 

Chapter 789 

Selena chuckled, and was quite happy to hear the curses on Meng Changge 

around her, “Thank you for the compliment.” 

However, soon, when the plot progressed to the middle and late stages, Meng 

Changge’s memories began to appear on the screen, and when Meng 

Changge’s identity was deciphered step by step, the audience’s attitude 

obviously changed subtly… 

“Ahh! Louis is so handsome!” 

“Meng Changge’s men’s clothing is also a surprise! I thought her appearance 

would be ridiculous in men’s clothing!” 

“I didn’t expect Louis to play such a weak and scholarly role with so much 

feeling! I really want to push him down!” 

… 

Just as he was talking, Meng Changge really tied Louis into his boudoir and 

pushed him down in the play. 



“Hey? Dr. Sun, you’re blushing! Actually, you really like me too, right? How 

about we just cook raw rice?” 

There was screaming and laughter in the cinema… 

“Oh my god! Ahhh! This is the bondage py of Makino in the film! I finally 

waited here!” 

It was Louis’s first time watching this scene as an audience, and he couldn’t 

help touching his nose, feeling a little restless. 

Selena was overjoyed, “Oh, the young master’s rogue act is really good, 

golden retriever, don’t you think so?” 

“Fart, do you still need to act! You are a hooligan!” 

After this scene, Selena and Louis’s first k!ss scene at the Lantern Festival, the 

audience’s reaction seemed to be more intense than they expected. 

The scream almost burst through the roof… 

“Oh my god! I’m going to fall in love with this pair of CPs!” 

“How can you be so cute! Oh my girlish heart! It’s melted!” 

“To tell you the truth, I always felt that Louis played so many overbearing 

presidents and affectionate male leads, but none of them was distracted. I 

couldn’t see how much he loves the female lead, but in this one, I really felt 

that he was the protagonist I see love in my eyes!” 

“And it’s the kind of strong love that is suppressed, hidden, buried deep in my 

heart, that I want but dare not to have!” 

… 



Listening to the discussions around her that she and Louis are a perfect match, 

Selena is extremely glad that the Great Demon King is not here now, otherwise 

the consequences… 

It is estimated that it will really be taken off the shelves… 

Louis’s face was extremely dark, “Fart, I’m not distracted anymore, I’ve always 

been distracted, okay?” 

Also, what is the strong love that is repressed, hidden, buried deep in the 

heart, wanted but dare not? Do these people’s eyes have to be 

so…poisonous… 

Selena patted him on the shoulder, “Don’t struggle, the audience’s eyes are 

discerning, your drama has really improved a lot, your eyes are so much 

better! I can already feel your love for me!” 

Louis: “…” 

Listening to Selena’s serious analysis, Louis couldn’t tell whether he should be 

relieved or disappointed… 

In the whole drama, the audience reacted the most, probably the scene 

between Selena and Guan Xiaoqi. 

When Selena revealed her real identity as Meng Changge in front of 

Concubine Xian played by Guan Xiaoqi, a memory was inserted into this 

paragraph. 

This memory is impressively the scene where Louis was pierced by thousands 

of arrows and died in front of Selena… 

There was a dead silence. 

A moment later, there was intermittent and suppressed crying… 



Selena took a general look. In this scene, basically, 90% of the people were 

crying, including the men. Han Momo next to her almost passed out from 

crying. 

“Oh, it’s so cruel… Can the military doctor not die? He will be resurrected in 

the future, right?” 

Louis was in a bad mood, and mercilessly revealed the spoiler: “No, I’m dead.” 

As soon as the words fell, Han Momo cried out and was about to die. 

Selena glared at Louis while comforting Han Momo… 

Chapter 790 

The two-hour film finally came to an end, and all the audience were still 

unsatisfied. 

Even though she didn’t know what the box office would be like, Selena felt 

much more at ease after sitting in the theater and experiencing the audience’s 

feedback and attitude. 

Regardless of the box office, what she wants to bring to the audience has 

reached the level she expected. 

When a few people came out, they saw a reporter interviewing randomly 

outside the auditorium opposite. 

“Hello miss, have you just finished watching “The World”?” 

“yes.” 

“So what do you think of the show?” 



“It’s great! It’s even better than I imagined! Especially Shangguan Yingrong, 

played by Susie, is so powerful, she is like my goddess! The scene with Zhao 

Sizhou is also very loving! The last scene I saw with Chu Beichen I cried when I 

couldn’t stay together after life and death!” 

… 

“Mr., who do you think performed in “The World” impressed you the most?” 

“It must be the heroine! She is indeed very attractive! By the way, will this one 

of you be on TV?” 

“Will do!” 

“That’s great, I want to confess my love to my goddess, Susie, I love you!” 

… 

Looking at the interview over there, Louis’s handsome face behind the mask 

was full of contempt, “Dmn! Do you think everyone is an idiot? The screening 

room opposite was reserved by Roman for Susie’s fans for free. Come out 

from inside. They are all Susie’s diehard fans! Interviewing them, of course 

they are all about Susie!” 

Gong Shangze took a look at Selena, and he was very confident in his boss, 

“The audience has eyes, and things like word-of-mouth cannot be faked.” 

“Speaking of Roman… I saw some gossip on the Internet saying that Roman 

has reserved venues for Susie’s fans in various cities and fully supports her 

new movie! These two are really in love, they are considered in the 

entertainment circle Is it a clear stream?” Han Momo’s expression was 

obviously a little envious. 

Louis glanced at her, “Heh, Qingliu? Little girl, don’t easily believe what you 

see on the surface!” 



After Louis finished speaking, he glanced at Selena with some concern. 

Fortunately, Selena’s expression was very calm, nothing unusual. 

It seems that she really let go of Roman completely… 

However, it is no wonder. 

They all say they can’t forget their old love, but it’s because their new love isn’t 

good enough. 

Now that she is so affectionate with his uncle, how could she still care about 

Roman… 

“Shang Ze, how are you preparing for Qin Shengyue’s three sets of clothes?” 

Selena asked on the way back. 

“It’s ready. One set is the little red dress in the Nirvana theme of the last 

Golden Summit Award, and the other two sets are my latest work.” Gong 

Shangze said confidently. 

It seems that the inspiration creation has been going well recently. 

“Okay, then I’ll show it to Qin Shengyue tomorrow. By the way, Ms. Qin 

promised to transfer a sales professional to us. They should come to report in 

the near future. The two of you are ready to welcome new members. Oh!” 

“Really! That’s great!” Han Momo looked excited. 

Gong Shangze also heaved a sigh of relief, looking at Selena with a respectful 

expression. 

Every time he felt that he had reached a dead end, she would always find a 

way to find another way to accomplish what he thought was absolutely 

impossible. 



At the side, Louis looked at Selena’s fighting spirit, and suddenly remembered 

what Selena said on the plane one day… 

This guy said that he wanted to keep Daniel…wasn’t he just kidding? 

 


